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Nurturing Future Leaders 
Our entrepreneurship programmes are built to
teach children and teenagers practical life skills,
from public speaking to negotiation to creative
problem solving.

About The Creative Square Company Kids (TCS Kids)
Started in Singapore, TCS Kids was created by a group of
entrepreneurs who believe in creating practical teaching
opportunities to impart memorable life skills on to our
students. We take a non-traditional method of teaching
that sets us apart from other academia-heavy camps. 

Our course leaders have international experience building
all kinds of businesses, from deep tech to retail goods to
mobile apps. Our goal is to develop your child's potential
and ignite their entrepreneurial spirit, to create a better
future. We nurture children's groundbreaking ideas in a
creative learning environment, and encourage
transformational business ideas. 

Entrepreneurship
Holiday Camps



Programmes
Overview of Teaching Modules



Own and  Create

To run your own restaurant, you need to be
creative, smart, and quirky. Put your design
skills to the test, learn more about  branding
and design to make your bakery standout
during the Christmas season!

Design and Branding | Creative Thinking

Become a detective

Learn critical skills and analyse the evidence in
order to become the world best detective!

Problem Solving  |  Deductive Reasoning

Modules We Cover
These modules are designed  to teach children through
the power of play. 

Camera, Lights, Action

Come Christmas, entertainment rules! There is
a career for everyone, from writing and acting
to production and costume design!

Collaboration | Public Speaking | Planning



Be the Best!

Learn more about your strengths and present
them well, just like an adult in an interview.

Self Confidence | Unique Skills

Dreams can come true!

Explore your future as you travel around the
world exploring what you can be or do. 

Explorations and Discovery | Aspirations

Toy Maker 

Invent and create this season's must-have toy
by creating your very own prototype!

Inventing | Sales and Marketing



nina@creativesq.com

For inquiries, please contact Nina:
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